The following pages list individuals and organizations that have provided financial support to Luther College of $1,500 or more—or $750 or more for alumni in their first decade after graduation—in the past calendar year, January 1–December 31, 2017, and those who have provided $100,000 or more to the college cumulatively through December 31, 2017.

In recognition of their leadership in giving, these donors qualify as members of the Luther College President’s Council.

Gifts at all levels are vital in providing scholarship assistance for students, ensuring the success of academic and cocurricular programs, and meeting needs for technology, equipment, and facility maintenance and replacement.

* Attained Life Membership and President’s Circle membership during the 2017 calendar year
◊ President’s Council Life member(s) whose cumulative giving increase from last year resulted in a move to a new President’s Circle level
† Deceased

**PRESIDENT’S COUNCIL LIFE MEMBERS**
This is a permanent record of recognition of those whose cumulative outright gifts total $100,000 or more, those who have established irrevocable planned gifts with remainder interest present values of $100,000 or more, those who have made irrevocable gifts of life insurance policies with cash values of $100,000 or more, or those who have contributed combinations thereof, as of December 31, 2017.

The President’s Circle commemorates these pioneer presidents of Luther College: Peter Laurentius (Laur.) Larsen, served 1861–1902; Christian Keyser Preus, 1902–21; Oscar Ludvig Olson, 1921–32; Ove J. H. Preus, 1932–48; and J. Wilhelm Ylvisaker, 1948–62.

**THE LARSEN CIRCLE**
Recognizes those whose cumulative gifts given as of December 31, 2017, total $1,000,000 or more.

**INDIVIDUALS**
Anonymous
Bruce ’68 and Janis (Zube) Altorf ’70
Rich ’74 and Candace (Grimm) Altorf ’73
†E.E. “Ray” ’59 and Shirley (Klingsheim) Bentdahl ’59
Dennis ’64 and Suzanne Birkestrand
David ’63 and Brenda (Landsgard) Carlson ’73
David Carlson ’85
R. Eric ’61 and Cynthia (Aal) Carlson ’63
†Bert and †Bernice Cross
†Bert and †Mildred Dahl
†Edward Dahly
Shelby and Gale Davis
Orville and Kathleen Johnson
†Ervine and †Phyllis Johnson
Douglas ’82 and Shelly Kintzinger
†John Kintzinger
†Jewel Kintzinger Day and †Burtwin Day
†Leon and †Helen Koebbrick
David ’64 and Camille Kundert
Bradley ’86 and Jane (Dalen) Miller ’86
†Weston Noble ’43
Neal ’59 and Gerry (Mosby) Nottleson ’59
Curtis Reiso ’54
†Milton and †Dorothy Roelfs
Steven Schaver ’76 and Asunta Etziaguirre
†Edgar ’38 and †Gerda Sersland
Rebecca (Linneved) ’71 and Robert Shaw Arne ’80 and Ruth Sorensen
O. Jay and Patricia Tomson

**ESTATE GIFTS**
Estate of Nena Amundson ’56
Estate of Malcolm ’30 and Maybelle Estrem

**CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS**
American Lutheran Church
The Margaret A. Cargill Foundation
Roy J. Carver Charitable Trust
Gardner & Florence Call Cowles Foundation
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
Iowa College Foundation
The Kresge Foundation
Lilly Endowment Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
F.W. Olin Foundation Inc.
Qwest Communications International Inc.
Thrivent Financial

**THE PREUS CIRCLE**
Recognizes those whose cumulative gifts given as of December 31, 2017, total $500,000 to $999,999.

**INDIVIDUALS**
Anonymous (2)
†E.J. and †Betty Altorf
†Arthur and †Helen Austin
†Arthur ’30 and †Mary Louise Bergsee
†John ’33 and †Mildred Breiland
Ronald ’59 and Gene (Flom) Calgaard ’58
†Roy ’26 and †Helen Carlson
†Lillian Ellerman
Daryl ’61 and Audrey (Pederson) Erdman ’61
John and Marilyn Gilbert
Richard ’64 and Joann (Harr) Hemp ’65
†Helen (Peterson) ’52 and Jack Hustad
†Thomas and †Frances James
†Herbert ’32 and Kay Johnson
Sandy and Mick Lee ’57
Ellen (Hanson) Lindop ’46
David ’64 and Pat Miller
†Tilmar Moilien ’34
Donald Nelson
Martti (Tomson) ’84 and William Rodemaker
†Sterling ’50 and †Vila (Kiel) Thompson ’51
†C. Harvey ’49 and Charleen Wilkins

**ESTATE GIFTS**
Estate of Patricia Gunderson ’70
Estate of Grace Olson
Estate of Leo Schafe

**CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS**
Associated Colleges of the Midwest
Bank of the West (formerly Community First National Bank)
Bruening Rock Products, Inc.
Decorah Bank and Trust
IBM Corporation
†W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Fred Carlson Company, Inc.
R.J. McElroy Trust
Teagle Foundation Incorporated

NOTE: The President’s Council Life Members lists recognize donors whose CUMULATIVE giving to Luther College has reached $100,000 or more as of December 31, 2017. All other lists recognize donors who have given $1,500 or more to Luther College in the past CALENDAR YEAR—January 1–December 31, 2017—ONLY.
THE OLSON CIRCLE
Recognizes those whose cumulative gifts given as of December 31, 2017, total $250,000 to $499,999.

INDIVIDUALS
Anonymous (3)
Richard ’64 and Barbara (Moen) Amundson ’65
Jutta F. Anderson
†Glenn ’39 and †Delia Bergland
†Harald ’25 and †Helen Bestul
Alan ’55 and Sally Brudos
Russell Brummer ’74
Wilfred ’53 and Ruth (Jensen) Bunge ’51
John and Carole Lea Cotton
†Kathryn Engebretson ’77
†E.D. and †Helen Farwell
†Dennis ’68 and Jean Flatness
Helene (Rowe) ’48 and †Edward Furst
†Ingeborg (Bader) Goessl ’60
†Kermit ’38 and †Jane (Haugen) Hanson ’39
†Lucille Heintz
Betty Hoff ’60
Dennis and Carole Johnson
Robert Jones and Kathryn Vigen
†Darlene (Peterson) Jones ’55
Douglas ’73 and Sandra Kratz
David ’69 and Julie Larson
†Paul ’49 and Justice (Holom) Lionberger ’50
David Lubben ’74 and Nancy Kwam
Paula (Hermeier) ’76 and Kurtis Meyer ’76
Victoria (Dahly) ’73 and Randal Miller ’73
†Bjorn ’64 and Margot Monson
Glenn Nelson and Mary Jane Borelli
†Walter ’50 and Virginia Nelson
Alan ’61 and Linda Nordhem
†Carleton ’49 and Barbara (Orwell) Nordschow ’49
Donald ’48 and †Dorie Olson
†Jeanne (Preus) Rost ’41
Marilyn (Haugen) ’66 and Jeff Roverud ’66
Walter ’59 and Amelia Rugland
†Vernon Serfling
John ’58 and Donna (Ferden) Suby ’59
Robert ’58 and Janet (Purmort) Tolland ’73
Joan (Carlin) ’63 and David Totten
†Ollie ’49 and Pipka Ulvilden
Michael Volmer ’74
Joseph ’80 and Greer Whitters
†Russell and †Margaret Wicks
Michael and Barbara Wigley
†Robert and †Jean Wigley
Enwei Xie ’94 and Lynn Tonglao

ESTATE GIFTS
Estate of Robert Amunrud
Estate of Wilbur Dosland
Estate of Evelyn Evenson
Estate of David Knudson ’61
Estate of Gordon Luce ’49
Estate of Duane Monette ’69
Estate of Ronald Olson ’65
Estate of William Seabold
Estate of Halberta Steensland
Estate of Ruth Steinmetz
Estate of Laura Stoin

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
Bush Foundation
Carlson Materials Company Inc.
The Arthur Vining Davis Foundations
Davis United World College Scholars
ExxonMobil Foundation
The Jessie F. Hallert Charitable Trust
Kinney-Lindstrom Foundation Inc.
Luther College Women’s Club
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Foundation
Norswing Foundation
Northwest Area Foundation
The Presser Foundation
Thanks to Scandinavia, an Institute of the American Jewish Committee
Voltmer Electric

THE YLVISAKER CIRCLE
Recognizes those whose cumulative gifts given as of December 31, 2017, total $100,000 to $249,999.

INDIVIDUALS
Anonymous
†Maynard ’39 and †Minerva Aaker
H. George and Christine Anderson
Jeffrey ’84 and MaryEllen (Palmquist) Anderson ’84
Lloyd and Kathy Anderson
M.C. Anderson ’54
John and †Mabel Bale
Steven ’74 and Paulette (Engel) Barnes ’74
Eugene and Aneila Barth
Charles ’73 and Ann (Christensen) Beatty ’75
†Sissel Berdal
Alvin ’55 and †Marilynn Berg
Roger and Carol Berg
Jon and Stephanie Bergquist
*Carol Birkland ’67 and Thomas Woxland
Susan (Maclay) ’64 and Paul Blackman
Donald ’51 and †Wanda Blockhus
Marilyn Bohl ’56
Karen (Wilken) Braun ’85
Alvin ’54 and †Marion Breken
Rolf ’91 and Deirdre Breken
Gregory ’78 and Karen Bruning
John ’59 and Dorothy Bruggie
†Harley and Joyce Carlson
†Alan ’62 and Rebecca Carpenter
Rocklon ’73 and Barb (Donaldson) Chapin ’73
Keith Christensen ’80 and Dawn Deines-Christensen ’82
*Wendy (Jaycox) ’92 and Thor Davidson ’93
Jonathan ’90 and Dawn Doering
*Mark ’70 and Vicki (Mohlis) Donhowe ’70
†Lois (Brandt) Drews ’49
Dennis and Jolene Elmore
†Kent ’57 and Mitzi Evenstad
James Field ’54
*Bob ’66 and Lynne Fjelstul
Timothy ’67 and †Janet (Strube) Flemming ’67
Luther ’49 and Ilene (Knutson) Forde ’46
*Terence ’56 and Faith (Luzum) Fretheim ’56
Callista (Bisek) ’88 and Newt Gingrich
J Bruce ’62 and Cosette (Cross) Goetsch ’63
†Andrew ’92 and Carrie Gray
Jan (Engle) ’62 and John Gray
Leon and Linda Gregg
Mary (Loken) ’66 and Helmut Haas
George and Joann Hagen
Suzanne (Knoll) ’65 and John Hales
William ’61 and Dianne Halling
†Henry and †Janet Halvorson
*Richard Simon ’53 and †Rita Hanson
†Gene ’63 and Suzanne Haugland
Ronald and †Lisa Have
Adrian ’41 and †Evelyn Helgeson
*Mark ’71 and Lois (Lebakken) Helland ’71
Sheldon ’52 and Renee (Aust) Hermanson ’54
†James ’49 and †Elizabeth Holey
Arlene and Robert Houlihan
David ’66 and Carole Hoyem
†Reuben ’28 and †May Jacobson
Glen ’70 and Kathy (Selzer) Johnson ’71
†Erling ’31 and †Geneva Johnson
Timothy Jones and Annie Cardelus
Marvin and Mary Klocke
Stephen ’63 and Susan Kraabel
George Kuh ’68

NOTE: The President’s Council Life Members lists recognize donors whose CUMULATIVE giving to Luther College has reached $100,000 or more as of December 31, 2017. All other lists recognize donors who have given $1,500 or more to Luther College in the past CALENDAR YEAR—January 1–December 31, 2017—ONLY.
NOTE: The President's Council Life Members lists recognize donors whose CUMULATIVE giving to Luther College has reached $100,000 or more as of December 31, 2017.

All other lists recognize donors who have given $1,500 or more to Luther College in the past CALENDAR YEAR—January 1–December 31, 2017—ONLY.

President's Council

†Mary Lou (Schmitt) '68 and †Floyd Melvyn '63 and Ingrid (Jacobson) Smith '63
J. Stephen '68 and Lin (Mathieu)
*Robert '68 and Dell Ann (Kappus)
†Dale '62 and Catherine Ruosch
†Esther Rodda
†Michael (Roberts) '44
*Connie (Jolstad) '60 and †John Nelson
Harland and †Corinne Nelson
Millard and LaVonne Nelson
Roald '54 and Ruth Nelson
†David Nelson '49 and †Betty Rikansrud Nelson '57
Joan (Gunther) '64 and Dick Niemiec
Stephen '81 and Kari Nottestad
†Franklin Norman and Lynn Winger
†Hildred (Kronlokken) Norman '54
Timothy '87 and Molly Oltz
Marsha (Weckwerth) '82 and Lee Olch
†F. Milo '58 and Carole Olson
Steven '68 and Connie (Marlow)
Overholt '71
†Edwin and Thelma Overholt
*Duane '66 and Denay Oyen
J. Robert '78 and Barbara Paulson
Cheryl and Drew Pellett
Hamlet '54 and Suzanne Peterson
Steven '78 and Solveig (Storvick) Pollei '79
†Evan Porter
†Herman '16 and †Florence Preus
†Lucile Brickner Brown Price
Brett Reese '81
Michele (Wylder) Reese '81
†Mary Margaret Roberts '44
Janet Robertson '60
†Esther Rodda
Robert '51 and Lucille Rosholt
†Dale '62 and Catherine Ruosch
*Robert '68 and Dell Ann (Kappus)
Sathe '68
J. Stephen '68 and Lin (Mathieu)
 Schmidt '70
Melvin '63 and Ingrid (Jacobson) Smith '63
†Mary Lou (Schmitt) '68 and †Floyd Sollien
Susan Sorlien '73 and Thomas Jones
†Lynn '61 and Mary (Frost) Steen '62
Jon and Rebecca Stellmacher
Steven '81 and Carmen (Hansen)
Stenhau '82
†Rolf '61 and †Janice Storlie
Karen (Mathews) '65 and Mark Stuart
*Robert and June Swenson
Richard '72 and Jane Theiler
Brad '81 and Meg Thompson
James '86 and Kathy (Winter) Thomsen '85
*Diane (Baum) '72 and Gaylord Thormodsard
†Henry Tollefson
Paul '73 and Rebecca (Larson) Torgerson '73
Richard and Judith Torgerson
Terry Trimple '70 and Nancy Hill Cobb
Jerry '57 and Barbara Twedt
Thomas '62 and Juanita Vaaler
John '57 and Carol Witt
†Margaret (Barth) Wold '41
†Arlo '43 and †Agnes (Kvaase) Woolery '43
†Paul '39 and Mary Anne Wulfsberg
†Blanche Wulfsberg
†James Ylvisaker '60
James '81 and Jodi (Palma) Young '81

ESTATE GIFTS
Anonymous
Estate of Margaret Baker
Estate of Ruth Benson
Estate of Karen Berg '65
Estate of Clara Bonthron
Estate of David Borders '73
Estate of Michael '38 and Betty Borge
Estate of Edwin Bottolfson '22
Estate of Evelyn (Henderson) Costley '41
Estate of O.L. Enstad
*Estate of J. Dean Fardal '51
Estate of Harlan Flatjord
Estate of Marie Gunther
Estate of O.M. Haaland
Estate of Alvaida Hale
Estate of Lucille Hamilton
Estate of Carole Hanson '60
Estate of Dorothy Haugen
Estate of Harry and Selma Hougan
Estate of Herbert Jacobson '33
Estate of Martin '19 and Avis Jenson
Estate of Betty Juhasz
Estate of Linka Kempf
Estate of Delores Kudej
Estate of Affry Lerol
Estate of Elizabeth Nasvik

Estate of Leo Naughton
Estate of Carl Nelson
Estate of Inga Nelson
Estate of Justin '41 and Milly (Meyer) Nelson '44
Estate of Klareen Nottestad '56
Estate of Alice Paulson
Estate of Melvin Rasmussen
Estate of Walter '29 and Nora Rugland
Estate of Maynard Steengard '52
Estate of Genevieve Stenberg
Estate of Josephine Thosterson
Estate of Gertrude Tingelstad '41
Estate of Henrietta Torgerson '39
Estate of Theodore Vagts
Estate of G. Norman Wigeland

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
The American Scandinavian Foundation
Col. L.C. Christensen Charitable and Religious Foundation
Deco Products Company
John Deere Foundation
First Lutheran Church, Decorah, Iowa
Homer and Martha Gudelsky Family Foundation
Ernest W. Hallett Charitable Trust
Hawkeye Stages Inc.
The Hearst Foundation Inc.
Hormel Foods Corporation
Interstate Power Company
S.C. Johnson Wax Fund Inc.
The Joyce Foundation
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
The William Penn Foundation
Research Corporation
Dr. J.E. Salsbury Foundation
Spahn & Rose Lumber Company
Wells Fargo

PRESIDENT'S EXECUTIVE CABINET
Recognizes those whose gifts given from January 1, 2017, to December 31, 2017, total $50,000 or more.

INDIVIDUALS
Anonymous
Bruce '68 and Janis (Zube) Altorfer '70
NOTE: The President's Council Life Members lists recognize donors whose CUMULATIVE giving to Luther College has reached $100,000 or more as of December 31, 2017. All other lists recognize donors who have given $1,500 or more to Luther College in the past CALENDAR YEAR—January 1–December 31, 2017—ONLY.

President's Council

John '68 and Deborah (Lynam) Franke '69
Tom and Juanita Gilbertson
James and Karen Gray
Jan (Engle) '62 and John Gray
Lee '84 and Linda (Rosholt) Hash '85
Richard '64 and JoAnn (Harr) Hemp '65
Edward and Elizabeth Kaschins
Jewel Kniztinger Day
Bennett Melin
John '70 and Barbara Melin
Neal '59 and Gerry (Mosby) Nottleson '59
Hamlet '54 and Suzanne Peterson
Brett Reese '81
Michele (Wylder) Reese '81
Marilyn (Haugen) '66 and Jeff Roverud '66
James '86 and Kathy (Winter) Thomsen '85
Joan (Catlin) '63 and David Totten
Debra Wilson '71 and Peggy Brenden '76

Estate of Maxine Swiggum '49

C H A P T E R  S

C H A P T E R  S

Thrivent Financial

Estate of J. Dean Fardal '51
Estate of Rolf '61 and Janice Storlie

Shelby Cullom Davis Charitable Fund, Inc.
Decorah Bank and Trust
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
InFaith Community Foundation
Iowa College Foundation
W.K. Kellogg Foundation
Sodexo, Inc.
Trivent Financial

President's Associates

Recognizes those whose gifts given from January 1, 2017, to December 31, 2017, total $25,000 to $49,999.

Individuals

Anonymous
Jeffrey '84 and Mary Ellen (Palmquist)
Anderson '84
Jutta F. Anderson
Ann Bentdahl '85 and Roger Smith
Carol Birkland '67 and Thomas Woxland
Susan (Maclay) '64 and Paul Blackman
Alan '55 and Sally Brudes
John Bruemmer '53
Wilfred '53 and Ruth (Jensen) Bunge '51
Ronald '59 and Gene (Flom) Calgaard '58
R. Eric '61 and Cynthia (Aal) Carlson '63
Brenda Case '94 and Richard Vonder Embse
John and Carole Lea Cotton
Eunice (Fortun) Dahlen '54
Wendy (Jaycox) '92 and Thor Davidson '93
J. Kent '62 and Carol Dougherty
Ann (Furman) Esse '71

James Field '54
Elizabeth Fiskerbeck Bruening '58
Luther '49 and Ilene (Knutson) Forde '46
Leon and Linda Gregg
Rhys Hanson '56
Richard Simon Hanson '53
Dayton '79 and Amy Henderson
Betty Hoff '60
David '66 and Carole Hoyem
Helen (Peterson) '52 and Jack Hustad
Sandra (Neitzel) '87 and Jonathan Joppa '85
Lyle '63 and Bonnie Kruegel
George Kuh '68
Michael '78 and Amy (Kiesler) Kust '78
David '69 and Julie Larson
Lorri Jo Lobeck '80 and David Shelstad
Bjorn '64 and Margot Monson
Paul '79 and Catherine Elise (Barton)
Mullen '80
Alan '61 and Linda Nordhem
Chip '82 and Jari Norris
Michael '75 and Elizabeth Osterholm
Steven '68 and Connie (Marlow)
Overholt '71
J. Robert '78 and Barbara Paulson
Lynn '76 and Ruth (Hanna) Paulson '78
Bradley '05 and Kirsten (Sparks) Paulrud '04
Lowell '58 and Mary Peterson
Steven '77 and Marcia (Hoff)
Pinzenberger '78
Connie Plaehn '75
Vance Prigge '93
Helen Rice
Janet Robertson '60
Brett Sather '78
Russell Savre '68
Steve Schaver '76 and Asunta Eizaguirre
Rebecca (Linnevedl) '71 and Robert Shaw
Susan Sorlien '73 and Thomas Jones
Steven '81 and Carmen (Hansen)
Stenhaug '82
Phillip and Jessica Stoltenberg
Karen (Mathews) '65 and Mark Stuart
Richard '72 and Jane Theiler
Diane (Baum) '72 and Gaylord
Thormodsgard
Matthew '01 and Jaime (Rowe) Titus '00
Lisa (Newcomer) '81 and Mark Vail
Lance '79 and Shari Vander Linden
Judith (Johnson) '88 and Paul Vujmis
Michael Volkmer '74
Joseph '80 and Greer Whitters
Enwei Xie '94 and Lynn Tonglao
James '81 and Jodi (Palma) Young '81
NOTE: The President’s Council Life Members lists recognize donors whose CUMULATIVE giving to Luther College has reached $100,000 or more as of December 31, 2017. All other lists recognize donors who have given $1,500 or more to Luther College in the past CALENDAR YEAR—January 1–December 31, 2017—ONLY.

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
Roy J. Carver Charitable Trust
Davis UWC Scholars Program
Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation
Violet & Harold Jakke Foundation, Inc.
Kinney-Lindstrom Foundation Inc.
R.J. McElroy Trust
The Merck Company Foundation
UnitedHealth Group

PRESIDENT’S AFFILIATES
Recognizes those whose gifts given from January 1, 2017, to December 31, 2017, total $5,000 to $9,999.

INDIVIDUALS
Michael ’99 and Caryn (Ens rude) Anderson ’99
Barbara (Klee ne) ’72 and Daniel Babine
Charles ’73 and Ann (Christensen)
Beatty ’75
Alvin Berg ’55
Matthew Birkenholz ’03 and Kelly Woods
Engebretson ’74 and Christine Wollan ’76
Ann Bolinger
Karen (Wilken) Braun ’85
Alvin Brekken ’54
John ’59 and Dorothy Brugge
†Delano Bryant
David Carlson ’85
Paula Carlson and Thomas Schattauer
Rocklon ’73 and Barb (Donaldson)
Chapin ’73
Reynolds ’91 and Sheila Cramer
Donald ’68 and Joanne Davidson
Rodney ’80 and Lisa Dir
Michael Dornier ’86
Kenneth Ehler
Roger and Carolyn Eigenfeld
David ’69 and La Rae Ellingson
Charles ’73 and Janice (Knutson)
Engebretson ’74
Peter Espinosa ’81 and Karl Tollefson
Espinosa ’84
Philip ’67 and Joyce Extrem
Timothy Fleming ’67
James ’64 and Judith (Larson) Fogdall ’65
Gary ’74 and Sandra Gilderhus
LaVonne (Roe) ’50 and †David Gilderhus
J Bruce ’62 and Cosette (Cross) Goetsch ’63
Lloyd Gravengaard ’65
Joseph ’98 and Ann Grimstad
Ronald Have
Fay Henning-Bryant ’64
Sheldon ’52 and Renee (Aust) Hermanson ’54
James ’66 and Nancy (Lofthus) Hill ’68
Terry ’80 and Charis (Johnson) Hovden ’80
Jay Ironside ’81 and Pamela Magnusen
Ironside ’81
David ’83 and Kari (Hermeier) Jensen ’83
Mary (Ellingson) Jensen-Koch ’68 and Ed
Goldsmith
Scott Johnson ’80 and Naomi Nowland ’80
Katherine Johnson-Becklin
Stephen ’63 and Susan Kraabel
Warren ’74 and Mary Kuh
Mary Kust
Ronald ’61 and Jean Lee
David Liets ’88 and Suzette Westlyn
Dorrevere
James ’85 and Martha (Anderson) Loof ’83
Joan (Fjeldstad) Losen ’53
James ’79 and Janis (Miller) Lovel ’80
Paul ’81 and Mimi (Petersen) Mattson ’81
Paula (Hermeier) ’76 and Kurtis Meyer ’76
Todd ’93 and Nicole Michaels
David ’64 and Pat Miller
Victoria (Dahly) ’73 and Randal Miller ’73
Paula (Bedford) ’68 and Paul Moucka
Robert ’65 and Ann (Aaker) Naslund ’66
Jan Nelson ’70
Roald ’54 and Ruth Nelson
Joe Noble ’56
Stephen ’81 and Kari Noltner
†Franklin Norman and Lynn Winger
Craig ’92 and Renee (Lysne) Rabe ’95
Terry (Thiele) Rasmussen ’67
Curtis ’60 and Ann (Knutson) Rotto ’61
Walter ’59 and Amelia Rugland
Elisabeth (Marvin) ’00 and Shane Sandersfeld
Robert ’68 and Dell Ann (Kappus) Sathe ’68
Corey ’98 and Tonya (Schwers) Schmidt ’97
Paul ’98 and Jody (Daubendiek) Schulte ’98
Karl ’92 and Vicki Schultz
Gerald and Sue Schwalbach
Newton and Ann Seitzinger
Bruce ’82 and Kari (Nottleson) Shatzer ’82
Andor Skotnes and Teresa Meade
Tex Sordahl ’73
Carter ’83 and Michele (Mertens)
Stevens ’83
Eric ’85 and Diane (Reque) Storvick ’85
Eugene ’66 and Miriam (Nelson) Takle ’66
Susan Tjornehoj ’76 and David Wangard
Craig Trygstad
Jerry ’57 and Barbara Tweedt
Lee ’78 and Maggie Valenta
Nancy Wagner ’83 and Mike Connly
Jody Wettach ’86

ESTATE GIFTS
Estate of Elaine (Anderson) DeBuhr ’44
Estate of Margaret Herbrandson ’50
Estate of Lloyd and Susie Loven
Estate of Grace Olson
Estate of Anne Seltzer

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
Ameriprise Financial Gift Matching Program
Bruening Rock Products, Inc.
Col. L.C. Christensen Charitable and Religious Foundation
Deco Products Company
Eaton Corporation
EY Foundation
Google Matching Gifts Program
Gundersen Health System, Inc.
IBM Corporation
Luther College Woman’s Club
The Medtronic Foundation
Microsoft Corporation
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Foundation
The Monticello College Foundation
Wicks Construction Inc.
Winneshiek Medical Center

PRESIDENT’S SOCIETY
Recognizes those whose gifts given from January 1, 2017, to December 31, 2017, total $1,500 to $4,999.

INDIVIDUALS
Anonymous (7)
Eric Allen ’85
†Roger ’48 and Amne Anderson
Dennis and Corinne Anderson
M.C. Anderson ’54
Ronald ’57 and Lorna (Haugland)
Anderson ’60
Karen Angell ’80
Jack Anundsen
Jeffrey ’89 and Angela (Carlson) Arndt ’88
Sharon (Zumdahl) ’70 and Stanley Asp
NOTE: The President's Council Life Members lists recognize donors whose CUMULATIVE giving to Luther College has reached $100,000 or more as of December 31, 2017. All other lists recognize donors who have given $1,500 or more to Luther College in the past CALENDAR YEAR—January 1–December 31, 2017—ONLY.
NOTE: The President’s Council Life Members lists recognize donors whose CUMULATIVE giving to Luther College has reached $100,000 or more as of December 31, 2017. All other lists recognize donors who have given $1,500 or more to Luther College in the past CALENDAR YEAR—January 1–December 31, 2017—ONLY.
NOTE: The President’s Council Life Members lists recognize donors whose CUMULATIVE giving to Luther College has reached $100,000 or more as of December 31, 2017. All other lists recognize donors who have given $1,500 or more to Luther College in the past CALENDAR YEAR—January 1–December 31, 2017—ONLY.
John Stalbaum ’67
David ’77 and Lori (Van Gerpen) Stanley ’80
Soeren and Elizabeth Steding
Andrew ’00 and Jennifer (Gavle) Steffensen ’99
Richard ’74 and Mary (Edwards) Steinberg ’76
Jon and Rebecca Stellmacher
Wendy (Tessman) ’69 and James Stevens
Carol (Barth) ’75 and Timothy Stoddard
John ’83 and Jane Stoneman
Olin Storvick ’49
Paul ’66 and Linda (Knudson) Strand ’66
Jonathan ’74 and Jeanette (Bialas) Strandjord ’74
Ryan Stroschein ’99
John ’58 and Donna (Ferden) Suby ’59
James ’72 and Sue (Capretz) Symonds ’72
Adam Syverson ’02
Melanie (Nelles) ’97 and Sean Tafaro
Rick ’94 and Jenny (Olson) Thiery ’94
Aaron ’00 and Heidi Thiese
Ronn ’87 and Jill (Nelson) Thomas ’88
Chad ’92 and Melissa (Bonikowske) Thomley ’93
Ronald ’73 and Chris Thronson
Daniel ’66 and Mary Ann (Skifton) Thurmer ’68
Charles ’72 and Noreen Thurston
David and Martha Tiede
John and Karen Tjostem
Paul ’69 and Elizabeth (Tenold) Tokheim ’70
Robert ’58 and Janet (Purmort) Tollund ’73
Daniel ’97 and Stephanie Tresemer
Terry Trimpe ’70 and Nancy Hill Cobb
Geoffrey ’94 and Dalia Trullinger
Anita (Buss) Turch ’61
Ted ’55 and Janet (Campbell) Tweed ’55
Christopher ’92 and Charity Tyler
Chinyere and Onyebuchi Ukabiala
Harold ’69 and Lynette (Ellingson) Usgaard ’70
Sara Utne Holm ’99 and Eric Holm
Thomas ’62 and Juanita Vaaler
Todd ’97 and Emily (Foster) Velnosky ’98
Steven Vick ’73
Aimee Viniard-Weideman and Jeffrey Weideman
David ’81 and Andrea Vohtman
Jill Voss ’89
Rachel (Schutte) ’09 and Rodney Vsetecka
Norris Waalen ’72 and Hollis Krug Waalen
Marilyn Wahlberg
Jane (Baker) Wallestad ’61
George ’63 and Joyce (Behrens) Wallman ’65
Solveig (Johnson) Walstrom ’70
Ruth Ward Schraeder ’88 and Neil Schraeder
Mark Wardell ’68
Cassandra Warner ’83
Kristin Weeks Duncanson ’81 and Patrick Duncanson
Donna (Wangsness) ’64 and James Weigle
Lucas ’07 and Sarah (Nesheim) Westby ’07
Roger ’79 and Mary (DeVoe) Werlauffer ’79
Jeffrey ’79 and Barb Wettkach
John Wetzel
Marjorie (Running) ’66 and George Wharton
Carolyn (Forde) White ’61
James ’70 and Irene Whittington
Kyle ’92 and Kristine (Hukey) Wiese ’91
Genevieve (Fosdahl) Wilberg ’56
Robert Wilson ’75
Christina (Vigne) Winch ’63
Warren Wind ’58
Larry Winter ’83 and Jane Lee Winter
Kristi Wold ’81 and Jean De Ridder
Amy (Mueller) Wrightsman ’01
Aaron Wrobleski ’99 and Kristin Kahle-Wrobleski ’99
Richard ’50 and Joanne Ylvisaker
Jamison Young ’99
Robert ’67 and Jeanne (Engler) Zaske ’67
Judy (Henriksen) Zetterberg ’72
ESTATE GIFTS
Estate of Joanne Ohlaber
Estate of Bernice Rise

CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
A&J Petersburg Agency
American Legion of Iowa Foundation
Best Buy Co., Inc.
Cargill Inc.
The Margaret A. Cargill Foundation
Culver’s of Decorah
Deloitte & Touche Foundation
Arlin C. Falck Foundation
First Lutheran Church, Decorah, Iowa
German Embassy
Homeland Energy Solutions LLC
Hormel Foods Corporation
Hotel Winneshiek
Lutheran College Washington Consortium
Madison Community Foundation
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
Panhandler, LLC
Pikes Peak Community Foundation
The Presser Foundation
Principal Financial Group Foundation Inc.
Scandinavian Association of Greater K.C. Schneider Electric North America Foundation
Storey Kenworthy Company
T-Bock’s Sports Bar & Grill
U.S. Bancorp
White Sands Cove Resort

FIRST DECADE SOCIETY
Recognizes alumni in their first decade after graduation whose gifts given from January 1, 2017, to December 31, 2017, total $750 or more.

Anonymous
Casey ’07 and Laura (Fritzi) Bouska ’08
Anthony ’08 and Jamie (Newman) Brandtner ’08
Adam ’06 and Molly (Sheppard) Burk ’07
Addison Choi ’11
Jennifer Gaska ’09
Katherine (Schaefer) ’11 and Jim Gerhardinger
Douglas Hamilton ’11
Aaron ’12 and Megan Hoffland
Kirsten Hoyme ’09
Benjamin ’07 and Rebecca (Ballandby) Knudson ’07
Patrick McDermott ’07 and Lana Wicks McDermott ’08
Peter ’08 and Arin (Persing) Oppermann ’07
Thomas Orser ’09
Anthony ’08 and Carmen (Cline) Rangel ’07
Robert ’07 and Keshar (Nadkarni) Sheridan ’07
Brad Sicoli ’10
Aaron ’10 and Erin Stenhaug
Peter Storvick ’14
Genevieve (Plagens) ’07 and Nathaniel Swanson
Ryan ’07 and Megan (Minnihan) Torkelson ’05
Rachel (Schutte) ’09 and Rodney Vsetecka
Cameron ’09 and Amy (Schneider) Webb ’09
Lucas ’07 and Sarah (Nesheim) Westby ’07
PRESIDENT’S VISIONARIES
Recognizes those who have established planned gifts from January 1, 2017, to December 31, 2017.

Bruce ’68 and Janis (Zuhe) Altorfer ’70
Agnes (Nestegard) Amdahl ’57
Mark ’85 and Beverly (Stark) Anderson ’85
Jack Anundsen
Mary Lou (Greenheck) ’62 and Jerome Baryenbruch
Stephen Blackmore ’69
Karen Brusakken ’73
Ileen Bruns ’70
Martha Jo (Engen) Church ’67
Thor ’93 and Wendy (Jaycox) Davidson ’92
William ’67 and Ingrid (Harr) Emstad ’68
Bill ’82 and Debrah (Rusch) Fordice ’82
Michael ’69 and Joyce (Jensen) Fossum ’69
Steven ’77 and Sara Glad
Steve ’84 and Denae (Erdman) Harder ’87
Fred ’71 and Susan (Hanke) Hedberg ’72
J. Jeffrey ’69 and Ellen Hoover
James and Wendy Jermier
Carole and Dennis Johnson
Kent ’83 and Lee (Knorschild) Johnson ’85
Charles ’67 and Jeannette (Baja) Jones ’67
Haldis (Solem) Kaasa ’81
Mary Kessens ’76 and Thomas Mickelson
Wayne ’61 and Alyce Kivell
Troy ’09 and Sarah (Will) Kowalski ’09
James ’80 and Charmaine LaBelle
Evin Lantz ’13
April Ulring Larson ’72 and Judd Larson ’74
Warren Luckner ’68 and Mary Carr Luckner
Todd ’93 and Nicole Michaels
Suzanne (Roverud) ’96 and Corey Mineck
Michael ’62 and Jo Ann Momeni
Paul ’79 and Catherine Elise (Barton) Mullen ’80
Deb (Leschensky) ’77 and Mike Murrell
Gary ’63 and Ella Olson
Marney Olson ’99
William ’77 and Krisann (Skeate) Osterbur ’77
Duane ’66 and Denay Oyen
Steven ’77 and Marcia (Hoff) Pitzenberger ’78
Anthony Pizer ’03 and Jessica Aguilar ’03
Helen Rice
Kathleen (Fjone) Richardson ’60
Dustin Ross ’05
Jean Severson ’60
Paul Soener ’09
Susan Tjornehoj ’76 and David Wangaard
Steven ’75 and Mary Wattch
Julia Wharff Piemont ’85 and Dennis Piemont
Rod ’73 and Linda Wiemeri
Suzanne Woodrich ’77 and David Knoblauch
Phyllis (Dankers) Yes ’63
Jamison Young ’99

Every attempt has been made to ensure the accuracy of this list. If an error has been made, please accept our apology and contact the Luther Development Office at 800-2 ALUMNI or email giving@luther.edu so we may correct our records.